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State itself was simplified; superfluous services and offices were
eliminated, one entire Ministry—Posts and Telegraphs—was
suppressed (it was revived, however, in 1927); and a general policy
of staff reduction was carried out—a process that, beginning as
far back as 1921, resulted in a reduction in all of some 40,000
officials. A first payment on the score of the capital levy fell
due early in 1924 and materially assisted the revenue, which was
also substantially augmented by increasing the land tax, the
income tax and the industrial tax.
Inflation had been going on for three years, and had had a
profound influence on the whole economic life of the country.
For some time it seemed to favour the reconstruction and develop-
ment alike of agriculture and industry, with a remarkable expansion
in production; and the depreciation of the currency, by maintaining
home prices at a lower level than those of the world markets,
assisted exports. The depreciation of the currency had also the
effect of stimulating the demand for goods which represented
real and more or less stable values; the public rushed to buy
goods before prices rose, a process relatively much slower than
the fall of the mark; in other words, goods were accumulated
instead of currency, as that appeared to be the more profitable
proceeding. With the stabilization of the currency the situation
changed completely. Goods were abundant, money was lacking;
supply far outran demand. Wages and costs did not fall, but
rose in general, and industrial production greatly diminished.
Neither did the cost of living fall, particularly in the cities and
industrial centres. Unemployment vastly increased. On top of
all these things there came in that year 1924 a bad harvest. It was
a most discouraging economic situation, and it was not surprising
that in the end it defeated revenue expectations. But that was not
evident till later in 1924. Not only were the shares of the
Bank of Poland oversubscribed, but a Loan to establish the
railways on an independent footing was taken up by the public.
The moral of the nation was strong and still confident. At the
start the Seym had entrusted Grabski with plenary powers for
six months; at the end of that period it willingly gave him the
same powers for another six months.

